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Table Socket
Detailed Product Description
Specifications
conference table socket
1.size:according to customer requirements
2.for conference table
3.CE certificate
Efficiency
JN-207 multifunctional motorized power socket is an innovative equipment to provide electrical
and AV access. It is used together with the furniture
It integrates the electronics technology and automation into the modern furniture and humanize
with the automation and safety.
It is equipped with power outlet, net, telephone, audio, microphone, VGA, HDMI, USB, RCA
connectors and so on. It can be customized for other AV connectors.
It adopts the photoelectric protection and magnetic clutch motor drive protection
Hiding all the connectors through one button when not in use, in order to avoid accident caused
by drop and foreign bodies, and also get effect of beauty and decoration
It has the photoelectric lock out to prevent the vault from closing when anything is plugged into
the unit; this feature also avoids the potential cord damage and hand injury. It will close by
turning around 180 degrees to hide all the connectors with the pus of the button when no cords
and plugs are connected to the unit.
In order to keep safe, it will rebound when working with nipping something or blocking.
It has a electric motor drive with magnetic clutch. This ensures reliable rotation and the ability
orient itself to the proper position. As an override, manual rotation is possible to close when the
power is not available or during the installation
Passed the certificate of CE.
hidden in the table. When not used, it is flushed with the table surface; when want to use, just
turn around it or press the button, it will reveal automatically.
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